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Abstract
Measurements of the optical reflectance anisotropy (RA) of the Si/Cu(110)-c(2 × 2) surface
alloy are reported. Significant changes in the RA response of Cu(110) are observed upon the
formation of the surface alloy, and with the growth of one-dimensional (1D) anisotropic Si
chains on top of the surface alloy. The transitions between the surface states near the Fermi
level (EF) at the Ȳ symmetry point on the clean Cu(110) surface are no longer observed in RA
spectra of 0.3 ML Si coverage. Peaks in RA spectra arising from transitions between
surface-modified bands near EF at the L point are found to be sensitive to the formation of the
surface alloy. The RA response of the c(2 × 2) surface alloy from 3.0 to 5.5 eV is simulated
using a simple three-phase derivative model. The addition of an overlayer phase to this model
makes it possible to simulate higher coverage Si/Cu RA profiles where 1D Si chains cover the
surface alloy. The success of the models, in which discrete phases contribute to the RA
response, supports the view that the Si chains grow on top of the intact c(2 × 2) alloy.
Depositing between 1.2 and 1.8 ML Si results in no change to the RA spectroscopy signal,
indicating that the signal remains sensitive to the covered alloy interface.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

Two-dimensional (2D) surface alloys, created by incorporating
atoms of one element into the surface of a crystal substrate
composed of a different element, offer a route to the tailoring
of surfaces for a variety of fundamental and technological
applications [1–3]. The deposition of Si onto the Cu(110)
surface has attracted interest [4–13] as one of the first
ordered surface alloys to be observed for the deposition of
a semiconductor onto a metal surface. The majority of the
previous studies [4–12] have focused on investigating surface
atomic structure, establishing that following the deposition of
0.5 monolayer (ML) of Si onto Cu(110) at room temperature
an ordered surface alloy with c(2 × 2) structure is completed.
The structure, first proposed by Martı́n-Gago et al [4], is shown
in figure 1. The Si atoms substitute alternate Cu atoms from the
close-packed [11̄0] rows in the outermost layer [4–8]. Further
deposition of Si results in the formation of linear atomic chains
of Si on top of the c(2 × 2) structure and aligned along the
[11̄0] surface direction [10] as shown in figure 1. These one-
dimensional (1D) chains have been observed between 0.55

and 0.8 ML Si coverage with the number of chains per unit
area increasing with increasing coverage [10]. Neighbouring
chains are separated by integer distances along [001], the most
common being twice that of the Cu surface unit cell in [001].
Adjacent Si atoms within a chain are separated by twice the Cu
unit cell length along [11̄0].

In the work presented here, the optical properties
of the Si/Cu(110) surface are investigated using reflection
anisotropy spectroscopy (RAS) [14–16]. RAS is a linear
optical spectroscopy that probes �r , the difference in normal
incidence reflectance for orthogonal linear polarizations,
normalized to the mean reflectance r . The real part of the
complex reflectance anisotropy (RA) response is measured,
defined as

Re

(
�r

r

)
= Re

(
2{rx − ry}

rx + ry

)
≈ Rx − Ry

Rx + Ry
(1)

where rx represents the complex Fresnel reflection amplitude,
and Rx the reflectivity, for x polarization. The system is
aligned such that x and y align along the Cu(110) surface
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Figure 1. Top-view schematic showing surface atomic structure.
Left: the Si/Cu(110) c(2 × 2) surface alloy. The surface unit cell for
Cu(110) (rectangle) and the alloy (diamond) are shown. Right: linear
Si chains (black) on top of the c(2 × 2) structure.

directions [11̄0] and [001] respectively (figure 1). The RAS
technique was originally developed as a real-time probe of
semiconductor growth [14] and over the last two decades RAS
has emerged as a powerful probe of metallic systems [16].
When RAS is applied to a cubic crystal of isotropic bulk optical
response, the RA arises in the surface region making RAS
a surface sensitive optical technique. RAS has been used to
investigate the bi-metallic surface alloys Pd/Cu(110) [17, 18]
and Pd/Au(110) [19]. In the work presented here significant
changes in the RA response of the Cu(110) surface are
observed upon alloying with Si, and with the growth of
anisotropic 1D Si chains on top of the surface alloy. The
surface alloy phase and the Si chains produce distinct and
characteristic features in the RA spectra. It is found that the
RA response can be simulated using simple three- and four-
phase models and the results indicate that at higher coverage
the c(2×2) surface alloy exists intact underneath the Si chains.

2. Experimental details

The experiments were performed in an ultrahigh vacuum
(UHV) environment with a base pressure in the 10−10 mbar
region. Two different Cu(110) high quality single crystal
specimens (SPL Netherlands) were used that were aligned to
∼0.1◦ and mechanically polished to a mirror smooth finish
before introduction into UHV. Clean Cu(110) surfaces were
prepared in UHV by repeated cycles of Ar ion bombardment
(15 min, ∼8 μA, 0.5 kV, 300 K) and annealing to 800 K.
Surface atomic order was confirmed by a sharp (1 × 1) low-
energy electron diffraction (LEED) pattern and cleanliness was
monitored using x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and
by the presence of an intense RAS peak at photon energy ∼
2.1 eV involving transitions between surface states that are
sensitive to surface contamination [16]. RA spectra obtained
from the two Cu crystals following the deposition of Si were
found to display the same characteristic profiles with the same
coverage dependence.

An RA spectrometer based upon the Aspnes design [14]
utilizing a Xe photon source and photoelastic modulator was
coupled to the UHV chamber through a low-strain window.
Experimental artefacts were removed from spectra using
a correction function obtained by measuring spectra with
the specimen in two orthogonal positions. RAS measures
anisotropy in reflectance over an area on the Cu crystal of

∼0.5 cm2. Spectra of the real part of the complex RA were
taken over a photon energy range of 1.5–5.5 eV. The deposition
source was an Omicron EFM3 evaporator with integral flux
monitor loaded with a crystalline Si rod (Goodfellow) of purity
99.999%. Deposition took place with the Cu crystal at room
temperature and under conditions of constant deposition flux.
Consistent with previous work, the definition of 1 ML as the
number of surface Cu atoms in the [11̄0] rows is adopted so
that a Si coverage θ = 0.5 ML is the completed c(2 × 2)
alloy (figure 1). Previous studies [5, 7, 8] have established
that characteristic LEED patterns are observed as the coverage
increases to 0.8 ML. Following deposition of 0.25 ML of Si
onto Cu(110) a c(2 × 2) pattern is observed with broad half-
order spots that are elongated along the [001] surface direction.
The half-order spots narrow with further coverage and reach
a maximum intensity and sharpness at 0.5 ML [4, 7, 8, 10].
Coverage is determined by comparing LEED data with the
previous LEED studies [8, 10] and by an analysis of the ratios
of the Cu 3s, 3p and Si 2p XPS peaks using a simple overlayer
model. The error on the coverage is estimated to be 0.05 ML.
Scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) was performed in
constant current mode using an Omicron STM. A tunnelling
current of 1 nA and bias voltages in the range −0.5 to −1.0 V
were used. STM tips were made from electrochemically etched
tungsten wire.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Overview of the clean Cu(110) surface

The RA spectrum of the clean Cu(110) surface, shown by
curve (a) in figure 2, has been the subject of a number of studies
(for a review, see [16]). The main features of the spectrum have
been associated with specific optical transitions summarized
as follows. The intense RAS peak at ∼2.1 eV arises
primarily from transitions between two surface states [20, 21]
located near the Fermi level (EF) at the Ȳ point of the
surface Brillouin zone. Transitions between bands near EF

at the L symmetry point, that are modified by the anisotropic
surface, contribute to the RA response: the peaks observed
at 4.25 eV and 4.9 eV have been assigned [22] to the optical
transitions EF → Lu

1 and L′
2 → Lu

1, respectively. Equivalent
transitions have been associated with peaks observed in the
RA spectrum of the (110) surfaces of Au [23] and Ag [24].
The temperature dependence of the energy position of these
RAS peaks, for Cu, Au and Ag, was found to agree with the
temperature dependence of the transition energies between the
associated bands, as determined from thermovariation optical
spectroscopy [25]. First principles calculations of the RA
response of Cu(110) have also indicated that the RAS response
between 3.0 and 5.5 eV is associated with transitions involving
bulk bands [26–30], and that contributions may not be limited
to high symmetry points but may also come from parallel bands
elsewhere in the Brillouin zone [29].

3.2. Surface alloying, 0 < θ � 0.50 ML

Significant changes in the RA response are observed upon
Si deposition, as shown in figure 2. The first changes to
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Figure 2. RA spectra following the deposition of Si onto Cu(110).
(a) clean Cu(110). ((b)–(h)) Increasing Si deposition: (b) 0.3 ML,
(c) 0.4 ML, (d) 0.55 ML, (e) 0.7 ML, (f) 0.85 ML, (g) 1.0 ML,
(h) 1.2 ML � θ � 1.8 ML. Successive spectra are offset on the
vertical scale for clarity.

be observed following the deposition of up to 0.3 ML Si
(figure 2(a) and (b)) are (i) the 2.1 eV peak is quenched, (ii)
the peaks at 4 and 4.25 eV of the clean surface are replaced by
a single peak at 4.1 eV, and (iii) the 4.9 eV peak of the clean
surface shifts to 4.7 eV. The peaks found at 4.1 and 4.7 eV
for θ = 0.3 ML have shifted to these energies already for
the θ = 0.1 ML surface and shift only a further 0.05 eV
upon increasing θ to 0.4 ML (figure 2(c)). The shifts to
lower energy of the these peaks associated with the interband
transitions at L show that these transitions are sensitive to the
formation of the surface alloy. Sensitivity of these transitions
to the surface structure including lattice expansion [25, 31] and
the creation of vacancies via ion bombardment [32, 33] has
previously been demonstrated. For Si/Cu(110), alloying occurs
locally from ∼0.04 ML Si coverage [7–9] and strong bonding
is thought to be responsible for an initial relaxation of the
alloy structure along [001] [8] and the completed alloy layer
adopting a buckled corrugation where the Si atoms are located
slightly deeper in the surface layer than the Cu atoms [5, 6, 11].
The buckled morphology appears responsible for the RAS peak
shifts in the spectral region 4–5 eV. This will be considered
further in section 3.4.

The quenching in intensity of the 2.1 eV RAS peak is
shown in detail in figure 3. Following the loss of most of

Figure 3. RA spectra showing the decay of the 2.1 eV peak with
increasing Si deposition. Successive spectra are offset down the
vertical scale for clarity following the sequence θ = 0, 0.05, 0.10,
0.15, 0.20 and 0.30 ML.

the initial intensity, a shoulder feature centred at 2.15 eV is
observed for θ = 0.3 ML. It is concluded that the transitions
involving the two surface states at Ȳ have been lost for θ =
0.3 ML. It is noted that the surface state located at 0.4 eV
below EF at the �̄ point of Cu(111) is no longer observed in
photoemission spectra following deposition of a few angstrom
thickness of Si [34]. With further Si deposition the shoulder at
2.15 eV begins its development into the negative peak seen at
higher coverage (figure 2).

3.3. Anisotropic Si chains, θ > 0.5 ML

The RA spectrum of the θ = 0.55 ML surface is shown
in figure 2(d). At this coverage, a positive RAS peak is
observed at 3.9 eV which will develop more clearly as a
peak with further coverage (figure 2), and a negative RAS
peak is observed at 3 eV. A normal emission valence band
photoemission study [13] has found evidence that the c(2 × 2)
alloy phase has associated with it two surface states at binding
energies −1.2 and −0.9 eV. The photoemission peaks of these
states have a maximum intensity for 0.5 ML Si and are not
clearly observed in 0.3 and 0.9 ML data [13]. The same study
predicts theoretically the existence of an unoccupied state at
1.6 eV above EF. It is now considered whether transitions
between these states could contribute to the RAS profile. Such
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Figure 4. STM image of the high coverage θ = 1.5 ML surface.

a RAS peak would be expected near ∼2.6 eV. Both occupied
states are thought to derive from a combination of px and py

bonding orbitals and the unoccupied state of mainly s type [13].
As the two occupied states are close in energy, and have
orthogonal symmetries, it is possible that their contributions
may cancel each other out in the RAS measurement [16]. A
small negative RAS peak at ∼3 eV does develop into a distinct
maximum at θ = 0.55 ML and with further deposition it is
no longer observed as a distinct peak (figure 2). It is possible,
but by no means conclusive, that this peak is related to surface
state transitions.

RAS results for θ > 0.55 ML Si are shown by the profiles
(e)–(h) in figure 2. With increasing coverage the negative peak
at 2.2 eV increases in intensity and becomes more symmetrical
in shape. The negative peak at 3 eV observed at 0.55 ML
(figure 2(d)) is no longer observed as a distinct peak with
further deposition. A large and broad positive peak develops
that dominates the spectrum at higher coverages (figure 2(e)–
(h)). This peak increases in intensity and shifts to lower energy
with increasing coverage, residing at 3.7 eV in profile 2(h).

LEED results of the θ = 0.85 ML surface that gives rise
to the RAS profile of figure 2(f) show a c(2 × 2) pattern with
faint and continuous streaks in the real space [001] direction
that cross the diffraction spots. The pattern is very similar
to that reported by Polop et al [10] for 0.8 ML coverage.
Streaking along [001] is observed for coverage above 0.5 ML
and indicates the presence of the linear Si atomic chains on top
of the c(2 × 2) structure, as shown in figure 1 [4, 10]. STM
results by Polop et al [10] show that for θ = 0.55 ML the
alloyed terraces support a low number density of 1D Si chains
aligned along the [11̄0] direction and extending typically 8 nm.
For 0.8 ML, a much higher density of Si chains are observed
with chains extending typically 10 nm [10]. Different domains
of chains can lead to a relative shift by one atomic site in
[11̄0]. The variation in the periodicity in the [001] direction
is consistent with the streaking observed along [001] in the
corresponding LEED pattern. For both coverages, the STM
data reveal clusters on top of the terraces and these clusters,
along with other defects, appear to initiate chain growth.

The sequence of RA spectra from (e) to (h) in figure 2—
corresponding to an increase of θ from 0.7 to 1.2 ML—show
a gradual development of the RAS features that are present in
profile (e), increasing the intensities of the RAS peaks at 2.2
and 3.9 eV. This increase in RAS signal is likely related to the
increase in the number of 1D Si chains on top of the c(2 × 2)
alloy, which causes an increase in macroscopic anisotropy.

For coverage θ = 1.2 ML, LEED results show that the
continuous streaks along [001] observed at 0.85 ML remain,
however, the half-order spots are no longer observed. For
coverage 1.2 ML � θ � 1.8 ML the RA profiles were
indistinguishable and the profile characteristic of this coverage
range is shown in figure 2(h). LEED results for coverages
1.5–1.8 ML showed a (1 × 1) pattern at lower beam energy,
with a diffuse unstructured background. While the morphology
of the surface has been well characterized by STM for θ <

1 ML [10], no prior data has been reported for higher coverage.
Thus, STM was performed on the θ = 1.5 ML surface
to gain insight into the morphology of this coverage. The
results revealed the occurrence of clustering on top of a surface
which retains an overall anisotropy along the [11̄0] direction
(figure 4). Clustering, whilst observed for θ = 0.55 ML,
becomes dominant at higher coverage. Height ranges of 1.2–
1.5 nm were observed over 40 nm × 40 nm areas, although
some caution is necessary in interpreting STM height values
from a complex alloyed surface. These observations suggest
that the deposited Si covers the ordered alloy interface and the
1D Si chains, whilst maintaining significant anisotropy along
[11̄0]. The covering may not be complete across the entire
surface since the clustering and large height range observed in
figure 4 for ∼1 ML deposited onto the surface alloy suggests
that the Si is not growing layer-by-layer and there will be
regions on the surface where Si chains are not covered by the
additional Si.

3.4. Simulating the RAS data

RA spectra of surfaces often derive from a combination of
morphological and electronic effects and can therefore be
difficult to interpret. Progress can be made by using model
systems and several examples of this approach have been
reviewed [16]. A common method of simulating RAS data,
developed from Fresnel theory by McIntyre and Aspnes [35]
is to simplify the system under investigation to that of a three-
phase system. The three phases—vacuum, surface and bulk—
have their own complex dielectric function, ε. The reflection
coefficients and �r/r for normal incidence reflection are then
determined for the system. For adsorbate systems the three-
phase model can be extended to four phases with the addition
of an optically anisotropic overlayer, as shown in figure 5. This
four-phase model consists of (i) a semi-infinite and isotropic
ambient or vacuum (εv = 1), (ii) a biaxial overlayer (�εo =
εx

o − ε
y
o , where εx

o �= ε
y
o and x and y are orthogonal in-plane

directions which are aligned along x and y polarizations), (iii) a
biaxial surface layer (�εs) and (iv) a semi-infinite isotropic
bulk substrate (εb). The thickness of the overlayer (d1) and
surface (d2) are much less than the wavelength of light (λ). To
simulate the RAS of clean Cu(110), a three-phase model (no
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Figure 5. Left panel: four-phase model used to simulate the RAS data. Right panel: experimental (circles) and simulated (solid line) RA
spectra: (a) clean Cu(110), (b) θ = 0.4 ML, (c) θ = 0.7 ML and (d) 1.2 ML � θ � 1.8 ML. Profiles (b)–(d) are offset on the vertical scale for
clarity.

overlayer phase in figure 5) is often used where �εs of the Cu
surface is based on the energy derivative of the bulk dielectric
function dεb/dE [36, 37]. The Cu(110) surface is assumed
to perturb the electronic structure of the subsurface region,
modifying the energies Eg and linewidths � of interband
transitions at critical points. The structural anisotropy of the
Cu(110) surface causes different band narrowing along [11̄0]
and [001] leading to differences in gap energies �Eg and
linewidths �� between [11̄0] and [001] polarizations. For this
‘three-phase derivative model’ the RAS is given by:

�r

r
= −4π id2

λ

(�Eg + i��)

εb − 1

dεb

dE
. (2)

This approach simulates the RA response in the region 3.0–
5.5 eV arising from the transitions originating in the vicinity
of the L point. Indeed, the (110) surfaces of Cu [22, 33],
Au [23, 38, 39] and Ag [24], for both well-ordered and ion
bombarded surfaces, have been modelled in terms of the three-
phase derivative model of equation (2). Three- and four-phase
derivative models are now used to simulate the RAS results
of Si/Cu(110) between 3.0 and 5.5 eV. Dielectric properties of
single crystal Cu at 0.02 eV energy resolution are used [40].

Firstly, the clean Cu(110) surface is simulated using the
three-phase derivative model (no overlayer phase) with d2 =
1 nm, �Eg = 0.1 and �� = 0. The result is shown by
profile (a) in figure 5. The simulation shows the expected
good agreement with experiment with peaks at 4.2 and 4.9 eV
occurring close to the experimentally observed peaks. It is
found that the Si/Cu(110) RAS results for θ < 0.55 ML can
be simulated using the same three-phase derivative model. By
varying only the parameters �Eg and �� it is found that the
shift to lower energy of the RAS peaks following Si deposition
(figure 2(a)–(c)) can be reproduced. Values of �Eg = 0.02 eV
and �� = 0.06 eV simulate the 0.4 ML Si spectrum as

shown in figure 5(b). It is concluded that the effect of surface
alloying on the RA response above 3 eV is the modification
of the transitions at L. The c(2 × 2) surface alloy adopts a
buckled corrugation where the Si atoms are located slightly
deeper in the surface layer than the Cu atoms [5, 6, 11]. As
the atomic and electronic structure of the Cu surface changes
to a buckled Si/Cu surface alloy, the perturbation by the surface
on the bands at L also changes, resulting in a change in �Eg

and ��.
To simulate the RAS results for θ > 0.5 ML, it becomes

necessary to use a four-phase model. The overlayer phase
in the four-phase model (figure 5) is used to simulate the
contribution from the linear Si atomic chains which exist on top
of the surface alloy for θ > 0.5 ML (figure 1). The overlayer
has a single oscillator of energy ωt , strength S and width γ

occurring for one of the RAS polarizations. It is found that an
oscillator for y polarization gives simulated RAS profiles with
the same sign as the experiment. For this case, the oscillator is
described by [41]

ε y
o = 1 + S/π

ωt − ω + iγ /2
; εx

o = 1. (3)

The thickness of the overlayer d1 is set to 1 nm, leaving
ωt , S and γ of the oscillator as free parameters. The thickness
d2, �Eg and �� of the surface phase in the four-phase model
(figure 5) are fixed at their values of the fit to θ = 0.4 ML
(figure 5(b)). Thus this surface phase with values d2 = 1 nm,
�Eg = 0.02 eV and �� = 0.06 eV simulates the contribution
from the Si/Cu-c(2×2) surface alloy. Representing the surface
alloy with the 0.4 ML data ensures that no 1D Si chains are
present, which form upon any slight excess of Si above 0.5 ML.
The surface alloy contribution then remains unchanged with
further Si deposition, which includes the assumption that no
significant change occurs in �Eg and �� upon increasing
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θ from 0.4 to 0.5 ML. The retention of a stable surface
alloy phase with further Si deposition is in agreement with
experiment [10]. The normal incidence reflectance for x and
y polarization, Rx and Ry , from the four-phase structure is
calculated from a consideration of the reflection from each
interface [42]. The real part of the RAS is then obtained
from equation (1). The results of the simulations are shown
in figure 5(c) and (d).

The RAS profile of θ = 0.7 ML is simulated using
oscillator values ωt = 4.15 eV, S = 1.7 and γ = 1.3 eV.
The simulated profile is shown in figure 5(c). To simulate
the RA spectrum of the highest coverage studied, 1.2 ML �
θ � 1.8 ML, oscillator values of ωt = 3.95 eV, S = 2.2
and γ = 1.2 eV are used. The resulting profile is shown
in figure 5(d). The simulated spectra reproduce reasonably
well the main feature of the experimental spectra—the broad
positive peak at 3.9 eV for θ = 0.7 ML, and its shift to lower
energy with increasing coverage is reproduced by reducing ωt .
The contribution of the derivative Si/Cu surface layer to the
four-phase model is important for the simulation to follow the
experimental profile above 4.2 eV, as can be appreciated from
the profile of figure 5(b). The simulations of the Si/Cu surfaces
diverge from the experimental profiles at lower (<3.5 eV)
energy.

The RA spectrum of the θ = 0.55 ML surface (figure 2(d))
shows the first indications of the positive RAS peak at 3.9 eV
which develops more clearly as a peak with further coverage.
The overall slope from 3.5 to 5.5 eV (figure 2(d)) can be
broadly simulated with ωt = 4.15 eV, S = 0.9, γ = 1.3 eV
and �Eg, �� as θ = 0.4 ML. The need to introduce the
overlayer to simulate 0.55 ML is consistent with the coverage
being slightly above 0.5 ML where some 1D Si chains are
present on top of the surface alloy.

For simulating the range 0.55 ML � θ � 1.2 ML,
the oscillator strength S increases, γ remains similar and ωt

shifts uniformly to lower energy. In this coverage range, the
anisotropic 1D Si chains are forming on top of the completed
c(2 × 2) alloy and increase in number density. The increase in
RAS signal at ∼3.9 eV, simulated by an increase in S, is likely
related to the increase in number density of Si chains with
increasing coverage, which causes an increase in macroscopic
anisotropy. At θ = 0.8 ML a large number of Si chains cover
the surface and it is implied that the increase in the number
of chain structures between 0.55 and 0.8 ML will be larger
than the increase between 0.8 and 1.2 ML [10]. This view
is supported by the RAS simulations where S approximately
doubles from 0.55 to 0.85 ML then increases by approximately
a third for simulating the 1.2 ML spectrum. Deposition of up
to 0.6 ML Si onto the θ = 1.2 ML surface does not change the
RA spectrum (figure 2(h)). The deposited Si forms clusters on
top of the pre-existing structures (figure 4). The single value
of S required to simulate the RAS profile of 1.2 ML � θ �
1.8 ML is consistent with the view that the linear Si chain
structures remain intact under the additional Si.

A uniform red-shift is observed in the 3.9 eV RAS peak
from 0.55 to 1.2 ML coverage, and this is simulated by
reducing ωt of the oscillator. Over the range 0.55 ML �
θ � 1.2 ML some Si is deposited as clusters, on top of the

alloy surface and on top of the linear Si chains [10]. Thus
there will be Si chains that are free from clusters and Si chains
that have clusters deposited on them. The uniform red-shift of
the peak associated with Si chains suggests that both free and
cluster-covered Si chain structures respond in the same way to
the presence of the additional Si. It is interesting to note that
Fleischer et al [43] have reported a red-shift in the negative
RAS peak characteristic of Ag nanostructures grown on
Si(111) substrates, following the capping of the nanostructures
via deposition of Si. Multilayer simulations indicated the
survival of the Ag structures following capping. There are
then some similarities in depositing Si onto Ag/Si(111) with
depositing Si onto the Si/Cu(110) system.

In summary, between 3.5 and 5.5 eV, a simple three-phase
derivative model is found to simulate the surface alloy of the
Si/Cu(110) system. A four-phase overlayer derivative model
(figure 5) is found to simulate the higher coverage results
where 1D Si chains cover the surface alloy. The success of
the models, in which discrete phases contribute to the RA
response (figure 5), supports the view of Polop et al [10]
that the Si chains grow on top of the intact c(2 × 2) alloy.
Furthermore, both the alloy phase and the Si oscillator phase
are found to persist with further Si deposition. The simple
optical modelling performed here thus provides some insight
into the system. Further information, particularly on the RA
response below 3 eV, could come from complimentary first
principles calculations of the electronic and optical properties
of the Si/Cu(110) system.

4. Conclusions

The optical reflectance anisotropy of the Si/Cu(110)-c(2 × 2)
surface alloy, and the anisotropic 1D Si chains on top of the
surface alloy, have been investigated. The transitions between
the surface states near EF at Ȳ on the clean Cu(110) surface
are no longer observed in RA spectra of θ = 0.3 ML. The
RAS peaks arising from transitions between surface-modified
bands near EF at the L symmetry point are found to be sensitive
to the formation of the surface alloy. The RA response of the
c(2×2) surface alloy from 3.0 to 5.5 eV can be simulated using
a simple three-phase model based upon the energy derivative
of the dielectric function of Cu. The addition of an overlayer
phase to this model makes it possible to simulate the higher
coverage Si/Cu RA profiles where 1D Si chains cover the
surface alloy. The success of the models, in which discrete
phases contribute to the RA response, supports the view that
the Si chains grow on top of the intact c(2 × 2) alloy, and
show that the surface alloy phase and the Si chains persist with
further Si deposition. Depositing between 1.2 and 1.8 ML Si
results in no change to the RAS signal indicating that the signal
remains sensitive to the covered alloy interface.
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